This day was one of the most exciting days I can ever remember but I am only 13. It will
be hard to ever get any luckier or top this story!
I am like many other boys, I live to fish hunt and enjoy the wilderness! I have been deer
hunting a few times before but I have not had much luck. My family got the opportunity
to get us a hunt of a lifetime! I am also in select football, so my weekends are pretty
much taken up.
This was probably going to be my only weekend to get my deer. My brothers and sisters
could go back another time and get theirs. My brother and I were sitting there with our
hunting guide and this huge deer came out. My brother wanted to get that one real bad.
He is 21 and he has a big heart. He said no Bubba go ahead because this might be
your last chance. I did not argue. I got ready, took some deep breaths and shot without
hesitation. The deer turned his head to the side and even more when I shot, so the first
horn (g3) got skimmed by the bullet, and the second point (g2) got blown all the way off,
and I hit him right where I was supposed to. But because the horns slowed the bullet
down, he did not fall. Instead, he took off running.
I got so nervous because I thought we were not going to find him. Luckily he stayed in
the opening and gave me another shot ( I was shaking and breathing like I had ran for
miles ) so I shot him on the other side and took him down. I was so excited I could not
even breathe right! And to make the anticipation even worse I had to sit and wait to
give my brother a chance to shoot a deer. And he did, more deer came out and he got
his big Buck!! He took his down with one shot! As night was settling I finally got to run
out and see my deer. Then I realized he was missing a point, and because I remember
every bit of shooting him, I went back to the exact same spot where I shot him and
found that point.
I thank God for my wonderful family and the opportunities that we have to spend in the
wilderness with His beautiful animals with huge horns!
All the older people are telling me “you’re not gonna have much to look forward to when
you get older, that deer is better than any deer I’ve ever shot, and you got one heck of a
story to tell.”
This will be in scripted in my memory forever!!

Colter “Bubba” Hill shot this deer in Freer, Tx
13 years old from Hutto, Texas

